Abstract-The exploration and research of ocean turbulence is very important to understand the operational mechanism of ocean circulation, to improve simulation and prediction ability of the global climate changes and circulation. At present, the turbulence instrument includes two types: horizontal turbulent measurement platform and vertical turbulent profiler. In the two types of instrument, the main noise sources are vibrations of platform. And the vibration signal directly affects the quality of turbulence detection. According to the basic principle of turbulence detection, a turbulent data processing method based on pseudo dissipation rate is proposed. This method can improve the intelligent degree of turbulence detection. Compared with turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate in orders of magnitude, this method can help to find effective turbulence signal. By using the actual observation data, we have verified that method is effective, which verified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ocean internal turbulence mixing is a very important field for studying. It has become the key factor that restricts the improvement and development of many research fields [1] . The urgent demand for turbulence observation has led to the rapid development of ocean turbulence observation technology. Since 1950s, the ocean observation platform developed from horizontal turbulent measurement platform [2] to vertical turbulent profiler [3] , from short-term observation to long-term fixed-point observation. Osborn developed the first vertical profiler that carried shear probe in 1972 [4] . In 1997, Lueck developed Tethered Autonomous Microstructure Instrument (TAMI) [5] which had the ability to automatically measured deep ocean turbulence data for a long time.
The vibration of platform will affect the accuracy of turbulence data in the process of turbulence observation, whether horizontal observation platform or vertical observation platform [6] . At present, the domestic and foreign scientists have studied a lot on data noise cancellation method, such as high-pass filter method. In addition, optimizing the design of the platform also can reduce the noise pollution. However, no matter what kind of noise cancellation method is unable to judge the validity of original turbulence data. Therefore, to carry out the turbulence observation instrument intelligent detection mechanism and the study of turbulence observation method has important application value. The strengthening of turbulence intelligent observation can offer more abundant, effective and long-time series observation data for ocean science research. It also can provide strong technical support for ocean turbulence complex features analysis. This paper introduces the turbulence measuring principle, which is based on turbulence observation instrument that developed by Ocean University of China (OUC) [7] . Based on the kiaochow Bay turbulence observation experiment, using attitude sensor (MTI) data, this paper puts forward a method which can calculate the acceleration power spectrum and pseudo dissipation rate. According to the magnitude of pseudo dissipation rate, this method can help to determine the effectiveness of turbulence dissipation rate.
II. THE BASIS OF OUR METHOD

A. The principle of turbulence detection
The principle of turbulence detection is mainly about the shear probe. Shear probe was first put forward by Ribner and Siddon. Osborn improved it and used it for ocean turbulence observation research for the first time. It mainly measures the pulsating quantity of sea water speed. Its main idea is to use the characteristics of piezoelectric ceramic which can convert force signals into electric charge [8] . Piezoelectric ceramics have the characteristics of fast response, high energy density. The rubber head of shear probe feels force. Then force is passed to the piezoelectric ceramic through the cantilever beam. Piezoelectric ceramic generates electrical charge which transmits through wire.
Electrical signals from the shear probe can be represented as:
U is the velocity. W is the velocity along probe axis. u is the flow rate, which is perpendicular to the probe axis. S is the sensitivity of the probe. The typical value of S is (0.05-0.10)×10
-9 C/m 2 s -2
. Temperature has a slight effect on S.
Through the voltage differentiator circuit:
According to Taylor freeze theorem:
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It can convert the signals from the voltage differentiator into turbulence pulsation shearing signal
Calculation of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
B. The submersible buoy with turbulence instrument
The experiment was conducted in China Qingdao kiaochow Bay（120°06' ~ 120°21' E，36°00'~36°12' N）. Experimental platform is shown in Figure 1 . 
A. The concept of pseudo dissipation rate
Shear probe is vibration sensor, which is designed to measure the vibration of the water. When the vibration of the instrument platform is strong enough, the shear probe will perceive it. But normally, the vibration of the instrument platform is very weak. At this time, we use MTI acceleration sensor to measure vibration signal. Then we use the data from MTI to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. And at this point, the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate is the pseudo dissipation rate.
The essence of the pseudo dissipation rate calculation is to replace shear vibration signal with acceleration vibration signals. This paper uses the MTI acceleration sensor. MTI attitude sensor is MEMS structure. Range is 50m/sec² .Precision is 0.03%FS.
B. The calculation of pseudo dissipation rate
In 
Step2: The preprocessing of vibration signal. Vibration signals minus its mean value, which eliminates the zero offset of signals.
Step3: Extend the frequency of vibration signals. Sampling frequency of MTI is 120 Hz. We need to expand the frequency of the vibration signals to 1024 Hz.
Step4: The simulation of the vibration signal. Signals divide by the velocity, which can simulate velocity shear signal. When the velocity is 0.5m/s 2 , turbulence signals are the best.
Step5: Calculate the value of a false dissipation rate every four seconds according to the formula (5). 
A. The comparison between turbulent shear signal and acceleration signal
In Figure 2 , we compare shear power spectrum and acceleration power spectrum in the wave number space（1-60cpm. As shown in this figure, X axis is the wave number. Y axis is the power density. Red and blue curve are shear power spectrum. Black, green and pink curve is acceleration power spectrum. In Figure2 (b) , the shear power spectrum and acceleration spectrum overlap, which shows that the vibration of the instrument itself (acceleration signal) seriously affects the shear signal. Obviously, shear signal is not accurate. In Figure2 (a), shear power spectrum and acceleration power spectrum do not overlap. And the difference between shear power spectrum and acceleration power spectrum is 1-2 orders of magnitude. In Figure 3 , we compare shear power spectrum and Nasmyth spectrum. As shown in this figure, X axis is the wave number, Y axis is the power density. Solid lines represent the shear power spectrum. The dotted line was Nasmyth spectrum. Vertical dashed line is the cut-off wave number.
In Figure3 (a), the alignment of shear power spectrum and Nasmyth spectrum is good. Data is the same with Figure 2 (a). And in Figure2 (a), shear power spectrum and acceleration power spectrum do not overlap, which shows that the data is good.
B. The calculation of turbulent shear dissipation rate and acceleration pseudo dissipation rate
We calculate shear dissipation rate and acceleration pseudo dissipation rate according to the formula (5). Data is collected from the first sea experiment. X axis is the order of magnitude of dissipation rate. Y axis is depth. Red and blue is shear signal dissipation rate. Black, green and pink is acceleration pseudo dissipation rate.
There are 37 sets of data in this experiment. Using the method of 4.1, we Separate the good and bad data. And good dissipation rate spectrum has 25 according to the formula (5), accounting for the proportion of 65.6%. And the dissipation rate distributes between 10 -6 and10 -8 , scattering. Pseudo dissipation rate is concentrated around 10 -9 . Table I is the statistics of the experimental data. As can be seen from the table, the order of magnitude of pseudo dissipation rate is stable, basically 10 -9
. Good spectrum percentage associated with order of magnitude of dissipation rate between 10 -8 and 10 -7 is higher than good spectrum percentage around 10 -8 ; Good spectrum percentage associated with order of magnitude of dissipation rate between 10 -7 and10 -6 is higher than good spectrum percentage between 10 -8 and 10 -7 . It can be seen that the percentage of good dissipative spectrum is raised with the improvement of dissipation rate level. So it can be seen that the greater difference between the pseudo dissipation rate and Dissipation rate, the better. At the same time, comparing the second and third set of data, we found dissipation rate level improved，but the increase of good spectrum proportion is not obvious.
According to the above data, we can find that vibration signal will reduce interference to shear signal interference when the difference between the pseudo dissipation rate and dissipation rate is two orders of magnitude.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The turbulence observation environment is unstable. There are many factors which can cause vibration. The vibration signals will affect the quality of shear signal.
The statistical result of experiment shows that vibration signal can be ignored when the difference between the pseudo dissipation rate and dissipation rate is two orders of magnitude. It can be sure that shear signal quality is very good at this time. Hence, we can use pseudo dissipation rate to determine the effectiveness of the turbulence data. And this method can help scientists find effective shear signal. The method for ocean turbulence effectiveness detection and intelligent processing based on pseudo dissipation rate is effective.
